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This presentation is for anyone
who implements environmental
outreach for multiple audiences.



Large, developed city
in North Texas

Nearly 287,000 people;
73,000 single-family homes

Diverse, affluent;
renowned schools

Big business, explosive
regional growth

Plano
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10 full-time staff, 1 dedicated to water -
that's me!
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How do we stay together, though
apart? How do we continue to
achieve our mission and grow

community engagement?  
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For your team...
Who's your visionary, your creative?

Who's comfortable with technology?

Who's your natural teacher?

Who's skeptical of change?



Here are a few examples of our
virtual programs and videos.
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From this... To this...







The City of Plano's "TV Guide:"
posted weekly on Facebook
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Facebook game Photo contest
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2020 Virtual WaterWise
Landscape Tour

Over 13,000



The tools
we love

Canva is a powerful, user-friendly
graphic design application.

GoToWebinar allows us to host
and record virtual programs.

Canva Pro - $119/year
GoToWebinar Pro - $1,788/year

GoToWebinar

Canva



iPhone
tripod

Also a selfie stick, this tripod allows you
to film anything, anywhere without the
necessity of a cameraperson. It easily
stores and extends to 45 in.

By Konpcoiu
$21.99 on Amazon



Lavalier
mic set

Plug this mic into your iPhone,* and
drastically improve the audio quality of
your recording. Reduce wind and
background noise. Use the extra mic to
enhance an interview.

By Solid
$14.99 on Amazon



Super long
HDMI cable

Plug this cable into your laptop and your
TV to cast content onto the big screen. I
used this process to turn my living room
into a virtual classroom: presenting
slides on my TV and filming the
presentation on my iPhone.

Multiple brands
Under $15 from Walmart



USB mic

Plug this mic into your laptop or your
desktop's USB port. Drastically improve
the audio quality of your voiceover and
the professionalism of your video.

By Audio-Technica
$149 on Amazon



Kudos to our
leaders.
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Encourage creativity and let it flow.
Staff adapt to change differently and at varied rates. Read each
individual and provide support. Any new idea is worth hearing.

Find new metrics to track.
Sustainable behavior changes are hard to quantify. We now gauge
"attendance" and attentiveness, along with action-based surveys.

Kudos to our
leaders.



For your team...
Did any of these case studies inspire you?

Did 2020 affect your long-term plan?

Did you discover a new tool to try?

Did you identify new audiences?



There's always
room to grow.
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Support non-native English speakers and those with technology
challenges.
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Keep it fresh.
Balance content that can be reused with new content. Hybridize.

Be inclusive.
Support non-native English speakers and those with technology
challenges.

Show, don't tell.
Tell the "story." Creative, funny and weird are memorable. 

There's always
room to grow.



Facebook

@livegreeninplano

Follow our journey.

YouTube
Live Green in Plano

Website

LiveGreenInPlano.com



Thank you!
Reach me here.
E-mail
KatieM@plano.gov

Phone
972-769-4216
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